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February 18, 2021 
Dear Parishioners; 

So I want to start this week’s letter by reminding you of the 
promise that Jesus made, that the Father would send us the Holy Spirit 
when He said; “I have said these things to you while I am still with 
you.  But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my 
name, will teach you everything, and remind you of all that I have said 
to you.”  John 14:23,24.  

 If you look up the meaning of the word advocate, it says; “One 
who pleads the cause of another.”  If our advocate was an angel, then 
our response might be; “I hope that they are good at it.”  But this 
Advocate is one of the three persons of the Blessed Trinity.  And since 
there is no domination or subordination between the three Persons of 
the Trinity, we really are being invited to trust in our belonging.  We are 
being invited to trust in the salvation that Jesus has won for us.   

 And this needs to be our starting point whenever we are inclined 
to approach the Lord, whether to just hang out or when we are 
desperate, so that we do so as the author of the letter to the Hebrews 
encouraged us; “Since, then, we have a great high priest who has passed 
through the heavens, Jesus, the Son of God, let us hold fast to our 
confession.  For we do not have a high priest who is unable to 
sympathize with our weaknesses, but we have one who in every respect 
has been tested as we are, yet without sin.  Let us therefore approach 
the throne of grace with boldness, so that we may receive mercy and 
find grace to help in time of need.”  Hebrews 4:14-16 

So again, I have said that there is a difference between intellectual and 
emotional forgiving.  We can be hurt but still have it clear in our minds 
that we want to live what Jesus taught us so that we are able to say to 
the Lord; “I choose to forgive”, or ask; “Heal me Lord enough so that I 
am able to forgive from the heart and be set free.”  Once we are able to 
express ourselves in such a way, no one can take this intellectual 



forgiving from us, and we should never diminish it ourselves, even and 
especially when our pain casts dark and long shadows over us.   

Which is why we have to be very careful not to base our progress 
solely on our emotional healing.  Because sometimes the memories 
wash over us and we feel as if we have gotten nowhere and that simply 
isn’t true.  Intellectual forgiving is more lineal and emotional forgiving is 
more cyclical, which is why we have to recognize that they are different 
and complimentary.  Our wanting to be healed enough to forgive is the 
rock that we tie our rope to, so that we do not get lost when our 
emotions and memories get the best of us and we start wondering in 
the darkness. 

The problem with emotional healing is that we can’t see the 
progress as clearly as we can see physical healing.  Let’s say we suffer a 
gash in our forearm.  The first thing that we do is we try and stem the 
flow of blood.  And once we have done that then we get ourselves to 
the emergency room.  And hopefully the doctor says to us; “Lucky for 
you no tendons were damaged and you’ll be able to golf again once the 
arm has healed.”  What the doctor has given us is hope, just like our 
desire to do what Jesus asks of us is a sign of hope for us.  When our 
arm hurts, we tell ourselves we are going to be fine.  And that is what 
our intellectual forgiving does for us when our hearts hurt. 

The problem is that even with good news from the doctor, when 
we get home and we bang our arm into the door jam, nothing the 
doctor said is going to stop the arm from hurting all over again.  But 
after a bit of time, we will see some signs of healing that allows us to 
hope and to develop a plan for managing life with a tender arm.  What 
we have to do is we need to become better at recognizing the signs of 
our emotional healing so that when we do heal, we will be encouraged 
and we will trust in Jesus’ promise to walk with us, even as He leads us 
along what can be the winding and tangled path towards the healing 
that sets us free.  

May God be gracious to us and bless us, now and forever.  

Pat Monette/Pastor   


